Manifesto

I, Divyanshu Meena (150110052), contesting for the post of Hostel 9 – Dramatics Secretary If elected, propose to do the following -

Initiatives

⦁ Organize small plays on special occasions like Republic Day etc.

As Hostel Secretary

⦁ Will ensure that the students in the hostel are well informed about the upcoming workshops and Dramatics events.

⦁ Will ensure that all theme meets are held in advance properly, practice session are started at the earliest to present a winning performance.

⦁ Ensure that the script is kept up to date and minutes of the meet are put up on the thread on the same day of the meet.

⦁ Ensure that all the theatrical properties are ready well before the time like costumes, lights and props.

⦁ Will co-ordinate with the institute dramatics secretary to get regular updates regarding GC rules.

⦁ Will try best to increase participation in institute dramatics events by publicizing the event.

⦁ Will organize Workshops of Script Writing, Mimicry etc. with the help of seniors of hostel 9 as well as from other hostels.

⦁ Will be in touch with other secretaries of our hostel to ensure facilities like refreshments, poster making etc.

⦁ Will extend full support and cooperation to the hostel council in all hostel events such as 9tanki, PAF and Valedictory Function.

Miscellaneous

⦁ Will try to increase enthusiasm about Dramatics in Freshmen by giving them chance to perform in front of their future hostel (Hostel 9) on special occasions.

⦁ Will try to organize trips to watch good plays in theatres like NCPA.

⦁ Organize Cult Day in Hostel (9tanki) .